Evidence for defective energy homeostasis in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis: Benefit of a high-energy diet in a transgenic mouse model
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Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is an adult-onset neurodegenerative disease characterized by selective loss of motor neurons and progressive muscle wasting. Growing evidence indicates that mitochondrial dysfunction, not only occurring in motor neurons but also in skeletal muscle, may play a crucial role in the pathogenesis. In this regard, the life expectancy of the ALS G93A mouse line is extended by creatine, an intracellular energy shuttle that ameliorates muscle function. Moreover, a population of patients with sporadic ALS exhibits a generalized hypermetabolic state of as yet unknown origin. Altogether, these findings led us to explore whether alterations in energy homeostasis may contribute to the disease process. Here, we show important variations in a number of metabolic indicators in transgenic ALS mice, which in all shows a metabolic deficit. These alterations were accompanied early in the asymptomatic phase of the disease by reduced adipose tissue accumulation, increased energy expenditure, and concomitant skeletal muscle hypermetabolism. Compensating this energetic imbalance with a highly energetic diet extended mean survival by 20%. In conclusion, we suggest that hypermetabolism, mainly of muscular origin, may represent by itself an additional driven force involved in increasing motor neuron vulnerability.

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is the most common motor neuron disorder of adult onset. It is characterized by selective degeneration of upper and lower motor neurons, progressive decline of muscle strength, failure of pulmonary function and death usually within 3–5 years after the first symptoms (1). Although most cases occur sporadically, ~10% of patients exhibit an autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance, and 10–20% of these are associated with missense mutations in the gene encoding Cu/Zn-superoxide dismutase (SOD1), the main free radical scavenging enzyme that protects cells against oxidative stress (2). Studies using transgenic mice expressing ALS-linked SOD1 mutations demonstrated that the deleterious effect of the mutant enzyme is related to a gain of function (3–5). However, the way in which this toxic property induces motor neuron degeneration is still unknown, and several mechanisms have been put forward, including oxidative stress, neurofilament disorganisation, protein misfolding, and glutamate excitotoxicity (6).

Growing evidence now points to mitochondria as playing a crucial role in ALS pathogenesis (7). In mice with the ALS-linked G37R SOD1 mutation, the presence in axons and dendrites of membrane-bound vacuoles, which seem to be derived from degenerating mitochondria (5), is noteworthy. Massive mitochondrial degeneration is also observed in motor neurons of G93A SOD1 mutant mice at the onset of the disease (8), when electron transfer chain activity and ATP synthesis appear severely injured (9). Furthermore, a selective decrease in the activity of cytochrome c oxidase, encoded by the mitochondrial genome, occurs in motor neurons of sporadic ALS patients (10), and the reduction in the amount of mitochondrial DNA in the spinal cord of ALS patients correlates with a decrease in the activities of citrate synthase and the respiratory chain complexes I+III, II+III, and IV (11).

Mitochondrial dysfunction is not only restricted to the nervous system but is also present in other tissues, including liver (12), lymphocytes (13), and muscle (14). Wiedemann et al. (15) found a deficiency of NADH:CoQ oxidoreductase in muscles of sporadic ALS. In a follow-up study, those authors postulated that the decreased activities of NADH:CoQ oxidoreductase and cytochrome C oxidase are associated with DNA abnormalities and reduced levels of the mitochondrial Mn-superoxide dismutase (16). Recently, we reported the early increase in the mRNA levels of the mitochondrial uncoupling protein-3 in skeletal muscles of ALS-linked G86R SOD1 mutant mice. In addition, isolated mitochondria from G86R muscle tissue exhibited a reduced respiratory control ratio, which is line with the existence of mitochondrial uncoupling (17).

Supporting the “mitochondrial dysfunction” hypothesis, the life expectancy of G93A mice is extended by creatine, an intracellular energy shuttle between mitochondria and sites of energy consumption that is known to ameliorate muscle function (18). Although clinical trials failed to show a beneficial effect of creatine in ALS patients (19), the findings in G93A mice invoke the existence of a characteristic energetic imbalance. In this respect, Desport et al. (20) showed a chronic hypermetabolism in a subset of sporadic ALS patients, which parallels a reduction in fat-free mass frequently observed in these patients. Kasarskis et al. (21) hypothesized that an increase in respiratory muscular work, and hence an exacerbated hypermetabolic trait, should take place in worsening patients to maintain an appropriate gas exchange. Although the origin of this ALS hypermetabolism still remains unsolved, these combined data point to metabolic perturbations as playing an important role in the disease. To gain insight into this question, (i) we performed a multidisciplinary study to determine whether energy homeostasis is defective in two transgenic ALS lines, the G86R and G93A mice, and (ii) we evaluated the way in which muscle could actively participate to a metabolic deficit.

Methods

Animals. Transgenic male mice with the G86R murine SOD1 mutation (4) were obtained from the animal facility at the Université Louis Pasteur. Transgenic male mice with the G93A human SOD1 mutation were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory. Both strains were bred with female litter-
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mates, and transgenic animals were identified by PCR amplification of DNA extracted from tail tissue. Nontransgenic age-matched male littermates served as control. Mice were maintained at 23°C with a 12-h light/dark cycle and had water and regular rodent chow (AO4, UAR, Epinay sur Orge, France) ad libitum. Body mass was recorded every 10 days, and food intake was measured every 5 days. Peripheral nerve injury was accomplished by axotomy of sciatic nerve. Briefly, the right sciatic nerve of animals anesthetized with 250 mg/kg tribromoethanol i.p. was exposed at the midthigh level. Sciatic nerve was then dissected sharply with microscissors. Muscles and skin incision were sutured, and animals were allowed to recover. Sham-operated mice served as control. For the high-fat diet (HFD) experiments, mice were isolated at 4 weeks of age, and the regimen began at 6 weeks of age. HFD consisted of regular chow supplemented with 21% (wt/wt) butter fat and 0.15% (wt/wt) cholesterol. For the survival experiments, mice were killed when they could no longer roll over within 10 s of being pushed on their side, and this time point was used as the time of death. Tissues were carefully dissected, weighed, and stored at −80°C. Plasma from truncular blood collected in EDTA-containing tubes was stored at −20°C. Animal manipulation followed current European Union regulations.

**Body Composition.** We measured body composition by biochemical analysis of carcasses. Bodies were ground in liquid nitrogen, lyophilized, and further ground until a fine powder was obtained. Body nitrogen was then measured by the Kjeldahl method and converted into protein content by multiplying by 6.25. Lipid was measured in carcasses. Bodies were ground in liquid nitrogen, solvent-dissolved, and transgenic animals were identified by PCR amplification of DNA by standard procedure. After PCR amplification, products were separated with a 2% agarose gel and visualized by ethidium bromide staining. We used 18S rRNA or glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase mRNA levels as internal control. We performed controls without reverse transcriptase and with different dilutions of CDNA template to ascertain the specificity and linearity of the amplification (data not shown). PCR primers are indicated in Table 2, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site.

**RT-PCR.** Two micrograms of total RNA was reverse-transcribed by using 200 units of Moloney murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase and 0.5 µg of random primers (Promega) by a standard procedure. After PCR amplification, products were separated with a 2% agarose gel and visualized by ethidium bromide staining. We used 18S rRNA or glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase mRNA levels as internal control. We performed controls without reverse transcriptase and with different dilutions of CDNA template to ascertain the specificity and linearity of the amplification (data not shown). PCR primers are indicated in Table 2, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site.

**Table 1. Body composition and metabolite measurements in G68R mice**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>WT</th>
<th>G68R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>75 days old (asymptomatic)</td>
<td>105 days old (early symptomatic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body weight, g</td>
<td>27.6 (24.3–31.3, 19)</td>
<td>24.1 (20.3–28.0, 20)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WAT, %</td>
<td>2.14 (1.23–3.28, 19)</td>
<td>1.24 (0.30–2.64, 20)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retropertoneal WAT, g</td>
<td>0.23 (0.08–0.48, 19)</td>
<td>0.10 (0.00–0.34, 20)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epididymal WAT, g</td>
<td>0.37 (0.24–0.45, 19)</td>
<td>0.20 (0.06–0.40, 20)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver, %</td>
<td>5.00 (1.20–1.60, 19)</td>
<td>5.30 (0.96–1.56, 20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water, %</td>
<td>64.6 (14.5–19.0, 11)</td>
<td>65.8 (13.1–16.4, 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proteins, %</td>
<td>20.9 (4.63–5.97, 11)</td>
<td>20.7 (3.98–5.27, 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lipids, g</td>
<td>11.6 (2.04–4.18, 11)</td>
<td>10.6 (1.74–3.30, 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minerals, g</td>
<td>3.49 (0.85–1.04, 11)</td>
<td>3.31 (0.69–0.89, 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leptin, ng/ml</td>
<td>2.63 (1.03–4.85, 7)</td>
<td>1.62 (0.51–3.59, 7)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin, ng/ml</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corticosterone, ng/ml</td>
<td>71 (25–123, 7)</td>
<td>118 (32–293, 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free T3, ng/ml</td>
<td>1.18 (0.80–1.79, 11)</td>
<td>1.01 (0.68–1.58, 11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-Hydroxybutyrate, µM</td>
<td>370 (13–73, 7)</td>
<td>419 (65–737, 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free fatty acids, mM</td>
<td>0.87 (0.42–1.84, 13)</td>
<td>0.89 (0.52–1.45, 13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose, fasted, mg/l</td>
<td>80 (62–142, 30)</td>
<td>101 (64–153, 30)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ob(Leptin) mRNA, a.u.†</td>
<td>1.00 (0.71–1.30, 4)</td>
<td>0.85 (0.26–1.12, 4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*WAT is expressed as percentage of body weight. Data are means; values in parentheses are (i) the range of variability expressed either as in the same units as the corresponding parameter (e.g., body weight) or as grams for those measurements in percentage (e.g., WAT), and (ii) the number of animals, ND, nondetermined. * P < 0.05, vs. corresponding WT; #, P < 0.05, vs. 75-day-old G68R mice.

†mRNA levels are normalized relative to the corresponding WT littermates.
White Adipose Tissue (WAT) Explant Preparation. Epididymal WAT was dissected, weighed, and minced with scissors in warm glucose-free Krebs–Ringer bicarbonate buffer, pH 7.4 containing 4% (wt/vol) BSA. Samples were rinsed three times and incubated in 3 ml of buffer for 90 min in the presence of 1 µM norepinephrine. Incubation medium was collected and assayed for glycerol content (Sigma).

Histological Analysis. Animals were anesthetized and perfused with 4% buffered paraformaldehyde. Lumbar spinal cords were dissected, further fixed for 24 h at 4°C, and cryoprotected in a 20% sucrose solution. The lumbar spinal cord regions corresponding to segments L3–L5 were cut on a cryostat into sections 20 µm thick and stained with 1% toluidine blue in 5% sodium borate. Neuronal counts were performed at a magnification of ×200 in the ventral horns of seven nonadjacent sections per animal (three mice per group). Cells were measured with National Institutes of Health IMAGE version 1.62 software, and then classified into three area groups of <300 µm², between 300 and 600 µm², and >600 µm².

Statistical Analysis. Statistical comparisons were accomplished with the unpaired Student t test, unless otherwise indicated, or ANOVA followed by the post hoc Newman–Keuls multiple comparisons test (for data in Table 1), using PRISM version 2.0a software (GraphPad, San Diego).

Results and Discussion

The two strains of transgenic ALS mice used here showed a lower body mass compared with their corresponding WT littermates (Fig. 1). This paralleled an age-dependent alteration of body composition that resulted in a reduction of adiposity (Table 1). We observed that epididymal and retroperitoneal WAT was markedly reduced or almost nonexistent in the asymptomatic phase of the disease, and that plasma concentrations of leptin, mostly secreted by adipocytes (22), and leptin mRNA levels in WAT were concomitantly diminished (Table 1). These data clearly indicate the existence of a metabolic deficit. We also found that plasma concentrations of insulin decreased (consistent with a reduction in lipid stores) and those of corticosterone increased (indicative of muscle proteolysis) (Table 1). Altogether, these observations show an increased recruitment of body reserves already installed long before the appearance of any motor troubles.

Several mechanisms may account for this energetic deficiency, including a lowering of food intake or an increase of the metabolic rate (23). Despite having lower body mass, mutant SOD1 mice consumed the same, or even higher, amounts of food as their WT littermates (Fig. 1B), which excludes the possibility that the observed metabolic deficit is caused by a lower energy intake. Alternatively, an increased energy expenditure could also explain the energy deficit. Indeed, we found that G86R and G93A mice showed higher rates of total O₂ consumption than their corresponding WT littermates. Energy expenditure was also increased at rest (Fig. 1C), indicating that the augmented O₂ consumption is not linked to higher locomotor activity. These observations may account for the reduced ability of transgenic ALS mice to gain weight and are in line with the existence of hypermetabolism as has been described to occur in a population of sporadic ALS patients (20, 21).

Several stimuli may up-regulate energy expenditure. Thermogenesis is an important adaptative mechanism that consumes energy to produce heat in response to changes in environmental temperature and diet. In rodents, brown adipose tissue (BAT) is a major site of thermogenesis, where oxidation of fatty acids stimulates uncoupling protein-1 (UCP1), a mitochondrial inner-membrane protein that uncouples oxidative phosphorylation (Fig. 2). This paralleled an age-dependent alteration of body composition that resulted in a reduction of adiposity (Table 1). We observed that epididymal and retroperitoneal WAT was markedly reduced or almost nonexistent in the asymptomatic phase of the disease, and that plasma concentrations of leptin, mostly secreted by adipocytes (22), and leptin mRNA levels in WAT were concomitantly diminished (Table 1). These data clearly indicate the existence of a metabolic deficit. We also found that plasma concentrations of insulin decreased (consistent with a reduction in lipid stores) and those of corticosterone increased (indicative of muscle proteolysis) (Table 1). Altogether, these observations show an increased recruitment of body reserves already installed long before the appearance of any motor troubles.

Several mechanisms may account for this energetic deficiency, including a lowering of food intake or an increase of the metabolic rate (23). Despite having lower body mass, mutant SOD1 mice consumed the same, or even higher, amounts of food as their WT littermates (Fig. 1B), which excludes the possibility that the observed metabolic deficit is caused by a lower energy intake. Alternatively, an increased energy expenditure could also explain the energy deficit. Indeed, we found that G86R and G93A mice showed higher rates of total O₂ consumption than their corresponding WT littermates. Energy expenditure was also increased at rest (Fig. 1C), indicating that the augmented O₂ consumption is not linked to higher locomotor activity. These observations may account for the reduced ability of transgenic ALS mice to gain weight and are in line with the existence of hypermetabolism as has been described to occur in a population of sporadic ALS patients (20, 21).

Several stimuli may up-regulate energy expenditure. Thermogenesis is an important adaptative mechanism that consumes energy to produce heat in response to changes in environmental temperature and diet. In rodents, brown adipose tissue (BAT) is a major site of thermogenesis, where oxidation of fatty acids stimulates uncoupling protein-1 (UCP1), a mitochondrial inner-membrane protein that uncouples oxidative phosphorylation (Fig. 2). The two strains of transgenic ALS mice used here showed a lower body mass compared with their corresponding WT littermates (Fig. 1). This paralleled an age-dependent alteration of body composition that resulted in a reduction of adiposity (Table 1). We observed that epididymal and retroperitoneal WAT was markedly reduced or almost nonexistent in the asymptomatic phase of the disease, and that plasma concentrations of leptin, mostly secreted by adipocytes (22), and leptin mRNA levels in WAT were concomitantly diminished (Table 1). These data clearly indicate the existence of a metabolic deficit. We also found that plasma concentrations of insulin decreased (consistent with a reduction in lipid stores) and those of corticosterone increased (indicative of muscle proteolysis) (Table 1). Altogether, these observations show an increased recruitment of body reserves already installed long before the appearance of any motor troubles.

Several mechanisms may account for this energetic deficiency, including a lowering of food intake or an increase of the metabolic rate (23). Despite having lower body mass, mutant SOD1 mice consumed the same, or even higher, amounts of food as their WT littermates (Fig. 1B), which excludes the possibility that the observed metabolic deficit is caused by a lower energy intake. Alternatively, an increased energy expenditure could also explain the energy deficit. Indeed, we found that G86R and G93A mice showed higher rates of total O₂ consumption than their corresponding WT littermates. Energy expenditure was also increased at rest (Fig. 1C), indicating that the augmented O₂ consumption is not linked to higher locomotor activity. These observations may account for the reduced ability of transgenic ALS mice to gain weight and are in line with the existence of hypermetabolism as has been described to occur in a population of sporadic ALS patients (20, 21).

Several stimuli may up-regulate energy expenditure. Thermogenesis is an important adaptative mechanism that consumes energy to produce heat in response to changes in environmental temperature and diet. In rodents, brown adipose tissue (BAT) is a major site of thermogenesis, where oxidation of fatty acids stimulates uncoupling protein-1 (UCP1), a mitochondrial inner-membrane protein that uncouples oxidative phosphorylation (Fig. 2).
from ATP synthesis therefore releasing energy in the form of heat (24). To determine whether increased thermogenesis occurs in transgenic ALS mice, we examined the mRNA levels of UCP1, and those of acetylCoA oxidase and peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-γ (PPAR-γ), two proteins involved in fatty acid metabolism. We found no differences of expression in BAT from WT and G86R mice (Fig. 1D), thus suggesting that the thermogenic machinery appears unaltered at least under normal conditions. It should be noted that these animals were not febrile (Fig. 2A), a condition also known to stimulate energy expenditure. However, G86R mice were unable to maintain their body temperature when they were placed under conditions in which adaptive thermogenesis was challenged. We observed that G86R mice had a lower rectal temperature than WT littermates when fasted for 24 h (Fig. 2A) or exposed to 4°C (Fig. 2B). Finally, because energy expenditure can be up-regulated by thyroid hormone (25), we measured levels of T_3 in plasma and found that they were not increased but rather decreased in G86R mice (Table 1), which seems to exclude any role for thyroid hormone in inducing the observed augmentation in energy expenditure. Altogether, these data demonstrate how deteriorated is energy balance in such fragile animals and provide persuasive evidence that they develop a characteristic hypermetabolism that seems to be specifically associated with the disease process.

Fig. 3. G86R mice exhibit increased lipolysis and skeletal muscle hypermetabolism. (A) Norepinephrine-stimulated glycerol release in epididymal WAT explants from 75-day-old WT (open bars) and G86R (filled bars) mice. *P < 0.05 vs. WT (n = 5). (B) Representative RT-PCR showing perilipin, αP2, and lipoprotein lipase (LPL) mRNA levels in epididymal WAT from 75-day-old WT and G86R mice. (C) Respiratory quotient of WT and G86R mice. Paired t test; *P < 0.05 vs. WT (n = 8). (D) Glucose tolerance test in overnight-fasted WT and G86R mice at 60–80 days of age after i.p. injection of 2 g/kg glucose at time 0. *P < 0.05 vs. WT (n = 20). (E) Glucose uptake in tissues from 75-day-old WT (open bars) and G86R (filled bars) mice treated as in D in the presence of radiolabeled 2-deoxyglucose. Tissues included BAT, WAT, spinal cord (Sc), hindlimb skeletal muscle (SkM), cortex, cerebellum, liver, kidney, and heart. Data are expressed as percentage relative to the corresponding WT tissue. *P < 0.05 vs. WT (n = 6). (F) Representative RT-PCR showing carnitine palmityl-transferase 1B (CPT1B), serum-response element binding protein 1c (SREBP1), PPAR-γ, hexokinase II (HKII), and glycogen synthase 1 (GYS1) mRNA levels in hindlimb skeletal muscle from 75-day-old WT and G86R (Left) and sciatic nerve axotomized (axo) (Right) mice. The expression levels in the skeletal muscle ipsi- (I) and contralateral (C) to the lesion are shown. Sham-operated animals (sham) served as control. The degree of denervation in G86R and axotomized mice was assessed by monitoring the mRNA levels of AChRα. (Lower) The quantitative analysis of the data in WT or contralateral (open bars) and G86R or ipsilateral hindlimb skeletal muscle (filled bars). *P < 0.05 vs. WT or contralateral (n = 4 for G86R; n = 5 for axo).
for an increase of activated lipolysis in G86R WAT. Consistent with the loss of adipose tissue in vivo, we found that the gene expression of enzymes involved in fatty acid uptake and storage in epididymal WAT, such as perilipin, fatty acid binding protein (aP2), and lipoprotein lipase, was lower in G86R mice than in WT littermates (Fig. 3B), which is indicative of decreased lipid storage (26). In fact, the respiratory quotient was lower in G86R mice that in WT littermates (Fig. 3C), and the levels of circulating ketone bodies, an indicator of fatty acid oxidation, increased with age in G86R mice (Table 1). In all, this finding means that mutant SOD1 mice fuel more intensively fatty acids than glucose as they become older. It should be noted, however, that the amount of plasma free fatty acids did not increase, as was expected from stimulated lipolysis (Table 1). A rapid turnover of free fatty acids in G86R mice may explain this finding.

We wanted to determine whether the increased use of lipid stores was somehow linked to altered carbohydrate metabolism. We found that glycemia in asymptomatic G86R mice was similar to that in WT littermates (Table 1). Furthermore, using RT-PCR we measured the hepatic gene expression of glucose 6-phosphatase and phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase, two enzymes involved in gluconeogenesis, and found that their mRNA levels were also similar between G86R and WT animals (data not shown). According to this finding, we can suggest, at least until the end stage of the disease, the absence of major perturbations in carbohydrate metabolism under normal diet. However, expression of these same enzymes was significantly up-regulated in fasted G86R mice (data not shown), and this finding was consistent with a concomitant increase in fasting glycemia (Table 1). Although an increased gluconeogenesis may explain these results, one can speculate that an associated decrease in glucose uptake could also take place. To explore this possibility, we injected i.p. a glucose load in fasted animals and followed glycemia. Unexpectedly, we found that G86R mice cleared glucose more efficiently than WT littermates (Fig. 3D), which contrasted with their higher fasting glycemia. This finding shows that glucose turnover in fasted animals is augmented and prompted us to determine which were the tissue(s) implicated in glucose clearance. Fasted G86R mice rapidly incorporated the nonmetabolizable glucose analog 2-deoxyglucose in two significant tissues, WAT and, to a greater extent, skeletal muscle (Fig. 3E). Altogether, these data point to skeletal muscle as a major site of avid consumption of any kind of nutrients, either lipids or carbohydrates. Skeletal muscle is thus a strong candidate tissue to support the characteristic hypermetabolic phenotype of transgenic ALS mice.

Although these previous results were obtained under fasting conditions, the muscle expression in fed animals of a set of genes involved in lipid (carnitine palmitoyl-transferase 1B, PPAR-α, and serum-response element binding protein 1c) and carbohydrate (hexokinase II and glycogen synthase 1) metabolism appeared up-regulated (Fig. 3F), thus suggesting that muscular hypermetabolism is present in transgenic ALS mice irrespective of their nutritional status. Importantly, we observed that sciatic nerve axotomy, a dramatic neurogenic insult known to influence muscle metabolism and gene expression, rather caused the opposite effect on the expression of these same genes (Fig. 3F), which further reinforces the specific hypermetabolic trait of ALS.

If the hypermetabolism we observe plays an active role in ALS, then compensating the increase in energy expenditure may reverse some of the pathological features of the disease. Administration of a fat-enriched high-energy diet to G86R mice induced, as predicted, an increase in body mass (Fig. 4A) and adipose tissue accumulation (Fig. 4B), thus showing that increasing energy intake is sufficient to reduce the energetic deficit. Moreover, the high-fat regimen partially reversed the expression of certain prototype markers of muscle denervation (Fig. 4C): mRNA levels of nicotinic acetylcholine receptor α subunit (ACHRα) and Nogo-A, characteristically elevated in G86R mice (27), were down-regulated, whereas the levels of Nogo-C mRNA, almost nonexistent in G86R mice, were restored. When we looked at the number of cells in the ventral horns of the lumbar spinal cord, we found that the significant loss of large-sized cells, most probably representing motor neurons (28), in asymptomatic G86R mice was prevented in HFD-fed animals of the same age (Fig. 4D). Concomitant with this, HFD also...
extended mean survival by 20% (122.5 ± 4.5 days for HFD-fed G86R mice versus 102.3 ± 1.6 days for normally fed animals; P < 0.05, n = 13) (Fig. 4E), a significant effect when compared to other beneficial treatments (29–32). Although it cannot be excluded that increased fat storage caused by the high-fat regimen may facilitate the activity of the still preserved innervated muscle fibers, our data rather suggest that HFD not only ameliorates the metabolic status of G86R mice but also improves their motor neuronal function.

We provide compelling evidence that transgenic ALS mice suffer from a dramatic defect in energy homeostasis, and that this condition is likely to be linked to a hypermetabolism mainly of muscular origin. Because many of the metabolic alterations occur during the asymptomatic phase of the disease, it is conceivable that they may constitute an additional driven force to increase motor neuron vulnerability. Indeed, targeted expression of mutant SOD1 in neurons or astrocytes does not lead to ALS, thus showing that these cell types may not be primarily affected in ALS, and that failure in a concerted action of several cellular interplayers is a requisite for ALS, thus showing that these cell types may not be primarily affected in ALS. Indeed, targeted expression of mutant SOD1 in neurons or astrocytes does not lead to ALS.

It seems increasingly clear that the classical concept of neurodegenerative diseases affecting discrete neuronal populations is turning into a more widespread view in which such diseases might be considered as multisystem disorders. Whether the metabolic defects found in mice might also occur in sporadic ALS still needs exhaustive research. It is worth emphasizing, however, that at least a subset of ALS patients show a characteristic hypermetabolic phenotype (20) reminiscent of that observed in our mice. From a clinical point of view, the nutritional status is a prognostic factor for survival in ALS (37), and growing evidence now supports that the appropriate, individualized nutritional management of patients may constitute a primary symptomatic treatment for the disease (38). In this scenario, our present findings may lend clues to further improve our knowledge about the pathogenic mechanisms underlying ALS and to explore new approaches of nutritional intervention.
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